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QY Research has published the new industry research report focuses on Global major leading players with information such as company profiles, product picture, future road map, opportunities and investment.

Los Angeles, CA -- (SBWire) -- 04/16/2019 --Lipstick Packaging refers to cosmetic containers or tubs for packaging of lipstick products. Materials used for Lipstick Packaging are mainly Aluminum and various kind of plastic materials. Other materials like bamboo, paper, Platinum and silver, thick wall glass are also but very less used.

The political and economic climate of a country is reflected in women's mouths, says the son of cosmetics entrepreneur Estée Lauder. A strong, unique, and sophisticated color cosmetic package is the key to attract consumer and cultivates brand value. Unlike other beauty and skincare products, consumers who shop for color cosmetics are more likely attracted to the packages speaking to them at the point of purchase rather than choosing a brand. This is an advantage and a challenge for brands to find their market share in the highly competitive environment.

Lipstick Packaging market consumption is highly impacted by the downstream consumers, lipstick manufactures play very import roles in lipstick packaging production. Upstream raw materials are affecting the price and gross profit of lipstick packaging products

Major Manufacturers in Lipstick Packaging market include Albéa, ILEOS, HCP, World Wide Packaging, LIBO Cosmetics, RPC Group, and many others. They composed of over half market share in 2016. Albéa is the biggest market player, with a series of acquisitions in recent years, it will keep the leader position in the forecast 2017-2022 period.

The global Lipstick Packaging market was 270 million US$ in 2018 and is expected to 430 million US$ by the end of 2025, growing at a CAGR of 5.7% between 2019 and 2025.


This report studies the Lipstick Packaging market size (value and volume) by players, regions, product types and end industries, history data 2014-2018 and forecast data 2019-2025; This report also studies the global market competition landscape, market drivers and trends, opportunities and challenges, risks and entry barriers, sales channels, distributors and Porter's Five Forces Analysis.
Geographically, this report is segmented into several key regions, with sales, revenue, market share and growth Rate of Lipstick Packaging in these regions, from 2014 to 2025, covering

North America (United States, Canada and Mexico)

Europe (Germany, UK, France, Italy, Russia and Turkey etc.)

Asia-Pacific (China, Japan, Korea, India, Australia, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia and Vietnam)

South America (Brazil etc.)

Middle East and Africa (Egypt and GCC Countries)

The various contributors involved in the value chain of the product include manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, intermediaries, and customers. The key manufacturers in this market include

Albéa

ILEOS

HCP

World Wide Packaging

LIBO Cosmetics

Baoyu Plastic

RPC GROUP

The Packaging Company (TPC)

COLLCAP PACKAGING LIMITED

GCC Packaging

IMS Packaging

Kindu Packing

SPC

Quadpack

Yuga

By the product type, the market is primarily split into
Plastic Packaging

Metal Packaging

Others

By the end users/application, this report covers the following segments

High-end Consumption

Ordinary Consumption
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